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 
Abstract—This research paper discusses the perfect life of 
our mother Goddess Vaishno Devi. It shows how she has 
children with 3 Khans of Bollywood through surrogacy, how to 
accelerate anti-gripping, role of inactivity, spirituality, 
horizontal and vertical levels, loneliness reason, ups in downs 
and downs in ups, evil classmates and benefits from all 
directions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
This research papers deals with the life of Vaishno Devi 
and explains why it is perfect. Topics „Accelerate 
anti-gripping‟ and „Inactivity‟ is an extension of the research 
paper „Grips and Strings‟.  
II. CHILD THROUGH SURROGACY 
If you have a relationship with a girl with defective eggs 
due to any reason like old age, you can still have babies with 
her through surrogacy. The condition is that you must have a 
relationship with her. Even if you don‟t take her eggs for 
embryo, it will still be her baby not biologically but by 
default. The 2nd condition is you must masturbate for 
ejaculation by fantasizing her. It won‟t be her baby if your 
relationship is one sided and not mutual. Your relationship 
with her must include talking, meeting, dating and 
romancing. Gay couples can also have a baby through this 
method. 
III. ACCELERATE ANTIGRIPPING 
We must not form a grip to negative thoughts. In fact, we 
must accelerate anti-gripping process. In this method, we 
must do an activity that is opposite to the negative emotion. 
By doing this we shift our grip away from the negative 
thought. For example, when we think of something that 
makes us cry, we can play a game of cards like solitaire.  
IV. INACTIVITY 
Whenever we form a grip of negative strings, then the role 
of de-gripping comes into play. Inactivity is the perfect form 
of de-gripping. It means not doing any activity for some time. 
We must not sleep when we feel sick because sleeping is an 
activity and doing activity grips negative strings. So the best 
way is to lie down without sleeping because lying down 
doesn‟t categorize as an activity. It weakens the voluntary 
string and hence detaches the negative thought. We must 
know the difference between anti-gripping and de-gripping. 
Anti-gripping is the prevention of forming a grip to the 
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negative string and de-gripping is the cure of forming a grip 
to the negative incident. The following diagram shows how 







The perfect life is the one that starts with spiritual level 
60%. It becomes 70% by the age of 10, 80% by the age of 17 
and 90% by the age of 23. And by the time you reach 40  years 
of age, your spiritual level will become 100% which means 
you have merged into God i.e. you married Him.   
A total of 324 people have attained moksha till now. One 
characteristic of moksha is that whatever you touch will turn 
alive. Characteristic of the last 20% spiritual level sustains 
with your current level. Here is a look at the spiritual levels of 
our famous Bollywood celebrities: 
 Aishwarya  Rai Bachchan = 63% 
 Salman Khan = 61% 
 Shahrukh Khan = 30% 
 Aamir Khan = 48% 
 Amitabh Bachchan = 55% 
 Anupam Kher = 30% 
 Priyanka Chopra = 30% 
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 Hrithik Roshan = 20% 
 Dia Mirza = 30% 
 Karan Johar = 50% 
 Farah Khan = 44% 
 Katrina Kaif = 20% 
 Deepika Padukone = 30% 
Mahatma Buddha sacrificed everything for spirituality. 
The sins that Lord Krishna made by having 10 children each 
with 16,108 wives becomes nullified this way. This way the 
new Kalki avatar will start off with 60% spiritual level. 
Vaishnavi will merge into Lord Kalki by marrying him. This 
way her spiritual level will reach 100%. Merging into God 
doesn‟t mean you won‟t have an existence. If Vaishno Devi 
will have an existence after marriage, so will others who 
reach 100% spiritual level. Death of Lord Kalki and his 2 
wives will be on the same date. The reason is that if God 
Kalki dies before his wife, her spiritual level will demote to 
90%. So to sustain the spiritual level, Vaishnavi will sacrifice 
her life. 
Current God (Lord Kalki) will be a combination of 3 Gods: 
Vishnu, Shiva and Brahma. Shiva is the destroyer of Kaliyuga, 
Brahma is the creator of the new Satiyuga and Vishnu is the 
preserver or protector of the world during this process. Since 
Lord Krishna and Lord Rama are worshipped only in India 
and Indian diaspora worldwide, Lord Kalki being superior to 
them will be worshipped throughout the world. Lord Kalki‟s 
1st wife will have the souls of Goddess Lakshmi, Parvati and 
Saraswati. Similarly Vaishno Devi will be a combination of 3 
energies of Goddess Lakshmi, Saraswati and Kali. Lord Kalki 
will be 12 years older to Vaishnavi. He will collect troops to 
attack Demon Kali and his army from the age of 40. And he 
will marry Vaishnavi at the age of 52. After the 10 avatars of 
Vishnu are complete, the next God who will arrive is Lord 
Shiva and eventually Lord Brahma will take His avatars for 
the next yugas.  
VI. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL 
Here is the descending order of different fields in terms of 
stature: 
1. Prime Minister 
2. Chartered Accountants 








This is the list of the vertical growth by profession. 
Excelling in a field to great lengths comes under horizontal 
growth. Here the direction of hardwork comes into play 
because you may be working hard to excel in a field but still 
rate lower vertically. True growth is when you score well both 
horizontally and vertically. Since Goddess Vaishnavi has 3 
energies, so she will have 3 professions:  artist, celebrity and 
scientist.  
 
VII. LONELINESS REASON 
We must realize that we are all one of a kind and each has 
his own set. Usually when we reach to the top at something, 
we have no one to relate to because we have our own identity. 
Like in school, we can discuss with our classmate solutions to 
the problems of a particular chapter. Similarly, engineering 
students can discuss the solutions with fellow students. But 
when we excel at something, we become one of a kind and we 
have no one to relate to. When loneliness feelings start 
creeping in, we must realize that each topper has the same 
story and being successful doesn‟t mean that you are a God. 
VIII. UPS IN DOWNS AND DOWNS IN UPS 
Whenever we talk about beauty, we can‟t forget the most 
beautiful woman in the world Aishwarya Rai Bachchan. 
Ash‟s beauty goes from down to up. But Vaishno Devi‟s 
beauty goes from up to down. Not only her beauty, but her 
relations and talent goes from up to down.  
Relations from up to down includes: 
 No involvement with inferiors. 
 Chatty only with the great. 
 Becomes an introvert when it comes to mixing with 
classmates. 
 Friendly only with high profile people. 
 Can talk about any topic only with a selected few.  
 Remains silent with the rest of the people other than 
the near and dear ones. 
Apsara‟s rejection by Demon Kali will get cancelled when 
Lord Kalki and Goddess Vaishno Devi becomes her relative 
after their marriage. 
IX. EVIL CLASSMATES 
The classmates of Vaishnavi are all evil and will be killed 
by the Lord Himself. Since Vaishnavi excelled in 4 directions 
i.e. Beauty, studies, oratory and art; all her classmates 
developed a one sided relationship with her. They would sit 
next to her bench in school. They would blow horn following 
her till the end of the road on activa. This way she had 15 
boyfriends all of whom left her when she faced an 
embarrassing moment on stage. She continued increasing her 
level in those 4 fields after which all of them accepted her 
back. She then left the school for a better one, the best in the 
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city. This way she left all her 15 classmates who nicknamed 
her „Bhabhi‟. 
X. BENEFITS FROM ALL DIRECTIONS 
 Born with elder brothers who protected her, her father 
was a Doctor and mother American. 
 She had a big group of friends to play with as a child and 
felt at times that it doesn‟t get any better. 
 Mother believed in „Feng Shui‟ and she corrected all the 
vastu dosh of the house. 
 She had cordial relations with all her relatives. 
 She was beautiful as a child and often got attention from 
people which made her feel special. 
 When families converted from joint to nuclear, her 
father coincidently shifted into the new house after 
48.5 years as suggested by the pandit. 
 Her father was very protective about his family and won 
45 fights for family members. 
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